This paper presents the charged-particle multiplicity 
INTRODUCTION
The measurement of multihadron production in e+e annihilation is the simplest way to study the fragmentation of partons into hadrons since the parton-level processes are particularly simple. The center-of-mass energy of the hadronic system is clearly defined, and all of the incident energy contributes to the creation of particles, except for the mell-known initial-state radiation. By contrast, in lepton-nucleon (/ N) and hadron--hadron (h h)-hard colhsions, the initial state is a complex mixture of quarks and gluons, and the momentum distribution of the interacting constituents must be inferred from measurements on the final-state particles.
Detailed information is now available on global jet measures and single-particle distributions in e e annihilation into hadrons over a range of energies. ' Because the jets can be so clearly identified in e+e reactions in this energy range, and because they primarily originate from known mixtures of quarks, the results are important in validating our understanding of hadronization, as well as in comparing with the data from the pp and Pp colliders.
Apart from the known complications arising from the In contrast with e+e annihilation, which is a simple process at the parton level, soft-hadronic interactions are thought to represent a collective process yielding a forward and backward cone dominated by one lea@ng particle, usually with the same quantum numbers as the initial beam or target, accompanied by a large number of soft particles produced in the coHision. Thus, a priori, the mechanism of hadronization in the two reactions is expected to be quite different. Nevertheless, it has been shown'0 that the final states in hadron-hadron soft collisions, once the leadingparticle effect has been subtracted, have some similarities to the e+e data.
In a previous publication, ' we reported results on global jet parameters and single-particle distributions. In this paper we present our results on charged-particle multiplicities and semi-inclusive single-particle rapidity distributions. These data provide strong constraints on the various fragmentation models that have been used to interpret the e+e results, since the charged-particle multipli- cities are particularly sensitive to the final steps in the hadronization.
Comparison with similar hadronic data gives some significant insights into the nature of these reactions.
The approximate scaling of the charged-particle multiplicity distribution when expressed as a fraction of the mean, first suggested by Koba, Nielsen, and Olesen" and 
where Ir" is the cross section for producing an event with n charged particles.
The multiplicity distributions may also be compared to the negative-binomial (NB) distribution in the variable n:
The position of this distribution is fixed by the mean value & n ) and its shape is determined by the parameter k. For k =1, the NB becomes the geometric distribution:
EVENT SKI.ECTION To select the hadronic events for this study, some simple criteria were imposed on the data.
(1) The visible momentum (p";,) To cleanly separate the one-photon aiuiihilation events, to minimize geometrical losses of tracks making small angles with the bnun, and to ensure well-reconstructed tracks, the following additional selections were applied.
(1) 60~8&~120', A further test was made using the multihadron events generated by the MC program. This study was done statistically, using the large MC event sample, by comparing "tracking efficiency" evaluated in two different ways. particles from KL decays.
CGRRECTIGNS TO THE CHARGED-PARTICLE MULTIPLICmES
The distribution of the observed multiplicity (m) for each true multiplicity (n) was determined from the MC simulation. The histograms of Fig. 3 The qualitative agreement between (n ) for pp and e+e annihilation channels hints at a phase-space dominance.
However, there are significant differences in the absolute values of (n) for e+e, h-h, and /-N interactions. Guided by the similarities of (n ) in e+e and Pp annihilation, the observed regularities can be qualitatively understood. account for the main differences between the three reactions, and with these assumptions, the multiplicities follow a universal curve, as shown in Fig. 5(b) , regardless of the reaction involved.
Although quantitative comparisons of multiplicities in lepton-and hadron-Induced processes have been made using the energy available for particle production as the dependent variable and discarding the leading particles, ' it is difficult to carry out such studies in an unambiguous way. As we discuss later, the detailed properties of e+e and hadronie multiplicity distributions are quite-different. These data are shown in Fig. 6 for the unselected data set [ Fig. 6(a) ] and for the data with a two-jet selection [ Fig. 6(b A more detailed shape comparison, using the KNO form, is given in Fig. 8 earlier experiments are large, and the previous authors also used MC estimates for the low multiplicities, whereas we use the data themselves assuming independent jet fragmentation. The large integrated luminosity of the HRS experiment allows the data sample to be restricted to events in the central region of the detector so the higher multiplicities should be more reliably measured. Figure 9 shows the center-of-mass The multiplicity distribution for pp annihilation at W values of a few GeV are much narrower than the pp results. They are characterized by negative fi values, whereas the pp data have this correlation coefficient starting negative but becoming strongly positive as 8' is in- creased to the energy range of 20 -60 GeV. This can be seen in Fig. 13 , where the multiphcity distribution of the present experiment is compared to fits of data from the other reaction using the KNO form. Another explanation of the 540-GeV data involves the suggestioil that energy-momentum coilservatloil stroiigly influences the multiplicity distributions observed at the lower energies, when the data are selected in the full rapidity range. According to this idea, the KNO distribution in the region of the rapidity plateau should be nearly free of kinematical constraints, and so give a more direct measure of the production process. The KNO distribution in restricted pseudorapidity intervah for the CERN Pp experiment ' is indeed observed to be wider than that for the inclusive sample. This is also the case for the HRS e+e data selected in this same way, as is described in a separate publication.
The NB form fits all of the HRS e+e data in restricted rapidity spans, with a k value falling from the large number given in Table II 8' values can be calculated. Such a model predicts (n) =16.6 using the energy variation of (n)
given in Fig. 4 , in good agreement with the measurement.
SINGLE-JET MULTIPLICITIES
Most of the e+e annihilation events result from the production of two back-to-back jets, which are interpreted as coming from the e+e~reaction. In order to study individual quark fragmentation, we have separated all the events into two jets, assigning the charged particles in a given event to one or the other jet, according to which pliciiy will be almost Poissonian, as is observed in Fig. 6 .
In Fig. 17 The single-jet multiphcity distributions in KNO form are compared to the NB fits in Fig. 18 and to the GD fits in Fig. 19 I'-8 correlation. If the data of 
The values for the single-jet dispersions (S'z) and those for the whole event (Dq) given in Table II According to these ideas, the large (small) value of b and the broad (narrow} KNO multiplicity distribution are intimately related. In this respect, it is interesting to note that for e+e data selected in the central region of rapidity~F~& 1 there is at best a very small F-8 correlation as setn in Fig. 20(c) , but the multiplicity distribution with this selection, shown in Fig. 21 , is characterized by (n)=4.82+0.02 and a k value for the NB fit of 6.99+0.05 (statistical errors). The dashed curve in Fig. 21 shows, for illustration, the gamma distribution for X=3, p(Z) = 13.5Z2e 3z. These results support the suggestion of Bialas and Hayot ' that the shape of the multiplicity distribution in the full rapidity span is constrained by energy and momentum conservation. However, in this case, the agre:ment of the unselected data with a Poisson distribution would be accidental, which is remarkable.
RAPIDITY MSTRISUTIONS
The corrected rapidity distribution along the thrust axis is shown in Fig. 22(a) . The distribution has a flat plateau but with a shallow dip near~F~=0. All particles are assigned the pion mass in calculating the rapidity and so any heavier particle is shifted to larger~F~values. The central dip still remains, however, after correcting for this effect. ' Figure 22 also 
